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Project Overview

• There is no easy way to access resources.
• Promote anonymous communication.
• See statistics of where and why in admin portal.
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iOS Selecting Harassment Pop-up

Please select the type of harassment
You may select multiple type of harassment

- Abuse of credit
- Abuse of rules, regulations, and ethical guidelines
- Authorship conflicts
- Coercive controls
- **Physical harassment**
  - Physical violence, threats, and intimidation
- Physical harassment
- Sexual harassment
- Retaliation
- Verbal abuse

Next
iOS Matches Page
Android Conversation Page

Hello, I was wondering if I could talk about an incident that occurred with you.

Of course, what would you like to talk about?
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Write message...
What’s left to do?

• Stretch Goals
  ▪ Admins deleting users in app
  ▪ Optimize reads from database

• Other Tasks
  ▪ Fix bug with images not loading properly on web
  ▪ Reset profile settings for targets when switching role to survivor and vice versa
Questions?